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Insights of the chemical mechanism for the hydrothermal synthesis of nanostructured alumina are
elucidated for the first time, demonstrating the effect of the NaOH : Al molar ratio not only on
the resulting morphology of the material but also on the product yield. Highly uniform pure γAl2O3 nanorods are synthesised under acidic conditions (pH < 4), while basic medium (pH > 9)
lead to γ-Al2O3 nanoplates. Maximisation of the morphological purity leads to a decrease in the
overall aluminium yield which can be overcome by successful reusability of the synthesis
medium in an effort to increase efficiency (yield and productivity) and minimise waste
production towards feasible large-scale manufacturing of nanostructured materials.

Introduction
Alumina, Al2O3, is industrially used in a wide range of
applications including adsorbents, abrasives, catalysts and
catalysts supports.1,2,3 Amongst all alumina polymorphs, γAl2O3 has the highest specific surface area and is thus the
favoured transition form for catalyst supports.4 Out of the
numerable aluminium minerals such as the hydroxides and oxy
hydroxides, boehmite (γ-AlOOH, aluminium oxy hydroxide), is
often the most viable precursor to obtain γ-Al2O3, achieved by
calcination at temperatures between 300 and 500°C.5,6 γAlOOH presents an orthorhombic crystal structure which
consists of octahedral AlO6 units coupled by hydrogen bonding
in the {010} direction forming a layered or lamellar structure.7
By contrast, the γ-Al2O3 crystal structure is analogous to that of
spinel (MgAl2O4) with additional tetragonal distortion due to
the absence of divalent cations.8 Quantum mechanical
calculations using density functional theory have successfully
modelled the dehydration processes for the transformation of
boehmite to γ-Al2O3 and suggest that γ-Al2O3 adopts the
skeletal boehmite structure from which a proportion of Al
atoms migrate to tetrahedral positions, explaining the
conservation in morphology observed during the calcination of
boehmite.9 Recently, anisotropic 1D nanostructured materials,
have attracted significant attention in materials synthesis due to
the possibility to tune the chemical and physical properties at
the nanoscale. Indeed, the first report of the synthesis of 1D
alumina (fibers) was only reported in 1996 at the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory. Since then, the reported methods for the
synthesis of nanostructured γ-Al2O3 vary in terms of cost,
complexity and the quality of the resulting material. Examples
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of methods include hydrothermal without10, 11, 12 and with13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19
structure directing agents (SDA), sol-gel20, 21, 22, 23,
atomic layer deposition3, wet etching of core-shell nanofibers24,
thermal evaporation25 and anodisation26, 27, 28. Hydrothermal
syntheses are an attractive route for obtaining 1D
nanostructured γ-Al2O3 for their simplicity, reproducibility, low
cost and ease of scale up. However, environmental issues
associated with solvent waste are currently limiting the
application of hydrothermal processes in manufacturing, an
issue which is addressed in the synthetic procedure herein by its
recycle in consecutive synthesis. Hydrothermal syntheses can
be carried out with various SDAs such as surfactants,13, 14, 15
resins,16 ionic liquids,17 glucose18 and carbon nanotubes19 to
yield high quality 1D nanostructures. However, these synthetic
procedures often require complicated work up and can cause
defects in the crystal structure resulting in lower crystallinity of
the final product. In the case of surfactants, they can affect the
quality of the final material by the presence and adsorption of
residual carbon from the aliphatic chain after their removal by
calcination.
Consequently, the hydrothermal synthesis of
nanostructured γ-Al2O3 discussed herein excludes the use of any
such SDAs, whilst maintaining well defined nanostructured
morphologies. In this paper, insights of the chemical
mechanism during the synthesis of nanostructured γ-Al2O3 is
elucidated, as well as the effect of NaOH concentration on the
final product morphology and yield in an effort to further
understand the complexities of the hydrothermal synthesis of γAl2O3. In addition, the recyclability of the synthesis solution is
demonstrated in order to address the solvent waste problem
while remarkably increasing the aluminium atom efficiency and
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production towards the scale-up of this synthesis towards
manufacturing.

Experimental
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boehmite by hydrothermal treatment at 200 ºC over 20 hours
with different initial NaOH concentrations was carried out.
Table 1 shows the different hydrothermal conditions including
pH as well as the boehmite morphology obtained.
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Synthesis of γ-alumina nanorods
Boehmite nanorods are synthesised by hydrothermal treatment
based on a modified method previously reported.10 In a typical
synthesis, 4.8 g of aluminium nitrate nonahydrate
(Al(NO3)3·9H2O) is dissolved in 20 mL of deionised water
before adding 10 mL NaOH solution of various concentrations.
The combined 30 mL solution is transferred to a 45 mL Teflon
lined stainless steel autoclave and treated hydrothermally for 20
hours at 200 ºC inside an air-circulating oven which allows
uniform temperature to be achieved throughout the autoclave.
After this time, the autoclave is allowed to cool to ambient
temperature. The white powder obtained (γ-AlOOH) is
separated from the solution by centrifugation (4000 rpm, 20
minutes), washed several times with deionised water and dried
overnight at 80 ºC under vacuum. Large particles of
agglomerated, dry γ-AlOOH powder are broken in a mortar
prior to further investigation. Finally, the γ-AlOOH powder is
calcined at 500ºC for three hours (3ºC/min heating rate) to yield
γ-Al2O3.
In specific cases, the synthesis solution separated from the γAlOOH solid product by centrifugation is recycled in
consecutive synthesis prior to addition of the corresponding
amount of reactants (NaOH and Al(NO3)3·9H2O), following the
procedure described above.
Characterisation of γ-alumina nanostructured materials

Table 1. Hydrothermal conditions during the synthesis of γ-AlOOH at 200 °C
for 20 hours and their effect on the resulting morphology of γ-AlOOH and γAl2O3.

NaOH:Al
molar
ratio
0.77
2.93

[NaOH]
(M)

pH during
Nanohydrothermal
morphology
treatment

1.0

3.5

3.8

4.6

4.59
5.9
12.8
Length : diameter ratio
b
After calcination at 500ºC

Rods
Rods and
plates
Plates

Aspect Ratioa
Boehmite Aluminab
10

8

5

10

N/A

N/A

a

An initial NaOH concentration of 1 M, results in the formation
of well-defined regular 1D γ-AlOOH structures with average
lengths of 260 nm and diameters of 27 nm. High morphological
purity is obtained under these conditions, without the presence
of other morphologies or amorphous materials as confirmed by
TEM (Figure 1). Increasing the initial NaOH base
concentration to 3.8 M during the synthesis results in a nonuniform combination of nanorods and a high proportion of 2D
nanoplates of heterogeneous sizes. At higher NaOH base
concentration values (5.9 M), a limited number of 1D structures
are formed, with the majority of the product forming an
irregular array of 2D nanoplates.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was carried out using
a JEOL JEM1200EXII instrument. Energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) was used to confirm the chemical
composition of the sample with a Thermo Fisher Scientific
NORAN System 7. N2 adsorption measurements at -196 ºC
were carried out using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 apparatus.
Specific surface area was calculated using the BET method and
pore size distributions were calculated from the desorption data
using the BJH model. Samples were degassed at 150 ºC prior to
analysis in order to calculate specific surface area.
Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were carried out using a
TGA-DTA 92 Type 31/1190, Setsoft 2000 instrument from 25
to 600ºC at a heating rate of 10ºC/min using nitrogen as a
carrier gas. The phase identification of the samples was done by
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis using a Bruker D8
Advance diffractometer and a position sensitive VANTEC-1
detector with Cu Kα radiation, operated at 40 kV and 40 mA.

Results and discussion
The study of the effect of the initial concentration of NaOH
base during the hydrothermal synthesis of nanostructured
boehmite (γ-AlOOH) in the absence of surfactant provides an
insight into the chemical mechanism taking place during the
synthesis. A systematic study of the synthesis of nanostructured
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Figure 1 Effect of pH of the solution on the morphology of γ-Al2O3 (a, b, c) and γAlOOH (d, e, f) from hydrothermal synthesis (200ºC, 20h).

Figure 2 shows the differential of the thermogravimetric
analyses for boehmite samples synthesised with 1 and 5.9 M
NaOH, corresponding to nanorods and nanoplates respectively.
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Both set of data are normalised per mass of material for easy
comparison. The initial decrease in mass between 75 and 200
ºC corresponds to the removal of adsorbed and interstitial
water. Prior to the analyses, the materials were dried at 80 ºC
under vacuum, and consequently this removal of water suggests
a hydroscopic boehmite nature. The loss of mass at high
temperatures corresponds to the transformation of γ-AlOOH
into γ-Al2O3, which takes place at a slightly lower temperature
for the nanorods (460 °C) compared with the nanoplates (507
°C). Based on these results a temperature of 500 ºC is used for
the calcination of boehmite, in agreement to the conditions used
in the literature (between 300 and 500 °C).5,6 The enthalpy
change corresponding to the endothermic, isomorphous
transformation is +8.98 kJ mol-1 and +6.61 kJ mol-1 for the
nanrods and nanoplates respectively. Figure 1 shows
representative TEM pictures of boehmite and alumina after
calcinations, which confirm the literature expectations of a
conservation of morphology after calcination.12 Interestingly,
the lamellar structures stabilised at high base concentrations
(5.9 M), under hydrothermal basic conditions, are stable at high
temperatures.

Figure 2 Differential thermogravimetric analyses of γ-AlOOH nanorods and
nanoplates synthesised with 1M and 5.9M NaOH respectively at 200ºC for 20
hours.

The chemical transformations taking place during the boehmite
synthesis is as follows; the dissolution of aluminium nitrate
nonahydrate (Al(NO3)3·9H2O) in an aqueous NaOH solution
forms an initial white colloidal suspension of amorphous
aluminium hydroxide (Al(OH)3) according to Reaction (1).
Al(OH)3 is amphoteric and forms an equilibrium according to
Reaction (2) depending on a delicate balance of the
concentration of hydroxide ions which determines the
prevalence of Al(OH)3, the required precursor to γ-AlOOH and
eventually γ-Al2O3. This equilibrium is also responsible of a
variation of the pH of the solution before hydrothermal
treatment. The pH values for each of the different
concentrations of NaOH are shown in Table 1. At low
concentrations of NaOH (< 5.9 M), the hydrothermal treatment
takes place under acidic conditions. At the other end of the pH
scale, basic hydrothermal conditions exist with the use of
higher initial NaOH concentrations (> 5.9 M).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Al(NO3)3·9H2O (aq) + 3NaOH (aq) → Al(OH)3 (s) + 9H2O (l) + 3Na+
(aq)+ 3NO3- (aq)

(1)

(2)

Al(OH)3 (s) → γ-AlOOH (s) + H2O (l)
2 γ-AlOOH (s) → γ-Al2O3 (s) + H2O (l)

(3)
(4)

Under hydrothermal conditions, a lamellar γ-AlOOH product is
formed according to Reaction (3). The final morphology of the
resulting boehmite material strongly depends on the pH
conditions during the synthesis. In acidic conditions, the
presence of excess protons disrupts the hydrogen bonding
between the layers allowing the lamellar boehmite structure to
be separated into 2D layers which subsequently roll themselves
to decrease their surface energy under a thermodynamic
governed regime. Growth of the 1D structures, which
determines the final aspect ratio of the nanostructures, follows
the conventional dissolution-recrystallisation mechanism via
Ostwalds ripening, as previously reported for similar boehmite
materials 10.11 and other ceramic nanostructures 29, the rate of
which is dictated by the specific synthesis conditions of each
hydrothermal treatment.30
The results herein determine that an increase of pH within the
acidic regime results in a lower nanorods purity with the
presence of nanoplates likely formed during the Ostwald
ripening process involved in the growth of the rods.10 This
observation does not agree with the results reported by Yang10
where an increase in morphological purity and crystallinity of
the boehmite nanorods is observed upon increasing pH. The
differences are likely to be due to variations in the experimental
procedure (e.g. NaOH:Al ratio).
An excess of NaOH concentration results in basic
hydrothermal conditions which stabilise the lamellar structures
by hydroxylation of the under coordinated surface Al atoms to
inhibit scrolling of the sheets to form 1D materials. Complete
stabilisation of these lamellar structures is observed with an
initial 5.9 M NaOH concentration, equivalent to a pH of 12.8
during the boehmite synthesis, as shown in Figure 1. These
results confirm the key role of protons on the breakage of the
hydrogen bonding network between the boehmite lamellar
structure which leads to metastable layers as precursors for the
rods as previously hypothesised by some authors10, 11.
The equilibrium in Reaction (2) also dictates the yield of
boehmite product obtained as a function of the hydroxide ions
initially present in the solution. Thus, the γ-Al2O3 yield (wt. %)
is defined as: 1 

,

,

,

  100, where mAl,in and mAl,out

correspond to the mass of aluminium in the precursor and
product respectively.
This chemical mechanism is evidenced by the variations of
alumina yield as a function of the molar ratio of reactants
(NaOH : Al) shown in Reaction (1), irrespective of the resulting
morphology. Specifically for this procedure, the stoichiometric
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ratio of NaOH : Al(NO3)3·9H2O in Reaction (1) corresponds to
an initial NaOH concentration of 3.8 M, leading to the
maximum yield of the boehmite hydrothermal product,
approaching 100%. Figure 3 shows the relationship between
alumina yield (wt. %) and the NaOH : Al(NO3)3·9H2O molar
ratio, where the error bars represent the amount of interstitial
water in the product deduced by TGA analyses in Figure 2. It is
important to note that variations on the initial amount of
aluminium precursor would consequently change this
stoichiometric ratio. An increase of the NaOH : Al(NO3)3·9H2O
molar ratio above its stoichiometric value (< 3.8 M in this case)
yields less boehmite product due to the lack of conversion of
the aluminium precursor Al(NO3)3·9H2O into Al(OH)3 prior to
the hydrothermal treatment. Conversely, an initial excess of
NaOH concentration above the stoichiometric NaOH :
Al(NO3)3·9H2O molar ratio (> 3.8 M in this case) results in the
dissolution of the Al(OH)3 colloids according to equilibrium in
Reaction (2), with the resulting aluminium yield decreasing as
the NaOH concentration increases. No solid is formed at NaOH
: Al(NO3)3·9H2O molar ratios above 5.2 due to the absence of
Al(OH)3 during the hydrothermal conditions according to
Reaction (2).

Journal Name
DOI: 10.1039/C4TA06692H
NaOH). Highly uniform boehmite nanorods were obtained,
increasing the alumina yield to 90 % at least in four consecutive
recycles. The morphology of the resulting γ-AlOOH and γAl2O3 materials from the consecutive assay are shown in Figure
4. The reusability of the reaction medium is applicable to all the
hydrothermal syntheses with different initial NaOH
concentration studied herein as illustrated by a similar example
at an initial pH of 4.6 (3.9 M NaOH), where a mixture of
nanorods and nanoplates are produced (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Initial nanostructured γ-AlOOH hydrothermally synthesised (200ºC, 20h)
at a) pH 3.5 and b) 4.6 and morphology of γ-AlOOH synthesised by recycle
procedure from initial pH c) 3.5 and d) 4.6. e) and f) show the morphology of
resulting γ-Al2O3 samples after calcination of c) and d) respectively.

Figure 3 Effect of the initial NaOH : Al(NO3)3∙9H2O molar ratio during
hydrothermal synthesis (200ºC, 20h) on the final γ-Al2O3 yield (wt. %).

As discussed before, the NaOH : Al(NO3)3·9H2O molar ratio
also determines the resulting morphology of the products,
making it possible to selectively obtain nanorods under acidic
hydrothermal conditions (pH ~3.5) and nanoplates under basic
conditions (pH ~12.8). In the cases where high morphological
purity is achieved, the alumina yield does not exceed 50 %.
Higher alumina yields result in a mixture of nanorods and
nanoplate morphologies. In order to increase the overall
alumina yield and in an effort to reduce solvent waste and
increase atom efficiency, the recyclability of the synthesis
solution was investigated.
For this, a boehmite synthesis with an initial NaOH
concentration of 1M (pH 3.5) was carried out producing
uniform nanorods with a final alumina yield of 43 %. After
separation of the product, the synthesis medium was reused
prior to addition of fresh precursors (Al(NO3)3·9H2O and

4 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 00, 1-3

The X-ray diffraction patterns shown in Figure 5 confirm the
synthesis of orthorhombic boehmite materials during the
hydrothermal treatment with major diffraction peaks at 2θ
values of 15, 28, 38, 48, 55 and 60° (JCPDS 21-1307).
However, as the hydrothermal pH conditions increase,
additional diffraction peaks appear at 2θ values of 23, 35, 43,
52, 56 and 62°, which cannot be attributed to the boehmite
crystal structure. These peaks are believed to be related to the
presence of residual Na from the high concentration of NaOH
used in these conditions. This is further evidenced by EDS
chemical analysis of the boehmite materials in which the
nanorods synthesised under acidic hydrothermal conditions
show the presence of only Al and O elements indicative of pure
γ-AlOOH, whereas basic synthetic conditions yielded γ-AlOOH
containing Na. Especially significant is the diffraction peak at
2θ value of 29° present in both, the boehmite and alumina
nanoplates (Figure 5b and d). A peak at the same diffraction
angle was previously observed for another metal oxide, PbO,
with increasing peak intensity as the concentration of NaOH
increased.31 Indeed, the presence of Na in the product material
is even more evident after reusing of the solvent due to the
accumulation of Na cations (and nitrates anions). However, it is
important to highlight that this accumulation does not have an
apparent effect on the morphology of the resulting material.
Further re-usability cycles are however needed for a better

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Figure 5 Assigned X-ray diffraction pattern for γ-AlOOH a) nanorods and b)
nanoplates synthesised under acidic and basic conditions respectively (200ºC, 20
hours) and γ-Al2O3 c) nanorods and d) nanoplates. (Acidic = pH 3.5, basic = pH
12.8)

The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of boehmite and
alumina nanorods synthesised under hydrothermal acidic
conditions are shown in Figure 6. The isotherm shows the
presence of some microporosity and mesoporosity. The
corresponding pore size distribution shows a bimodal
distribution with pores < 2 nm corresponding to the porosity
within the 1D material as well as a broad peak (10 – 40 nm)
corresponding to the voids between the 1D rods. The
subsequent BET surface area for boehmite and alumina
synthesised at pH 3.5, 4.6 and 12.8 is summarised in Figure 7.
It is interesting to note the increase in BET surface area as a
result of the transformation of boehmite into alumina by
calcination, the effect of which is most prevalent for boehmite
synthesised at pH 3.5. The relationship between an increased
synthesis pH and the corresponding lower BET surface area
has been previously reported in the literature.10

Figure 6 Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at -196 ºC of a) γ-AlOOH
synthesised at 200 ºC for 20 h with 1 M NaOH and b) corresponding γ-Al2O3 after
calcination. (Adsorption = solid line, desorption=dashed line).

Figure 7 BET specific surface area for boehmite (white) and alumina (grey)
hydrothermally synthesised at pH 3.5, 4.6 and 12.8 for 20 hours at 200°C.

The surface area of the boehmite and the corresponding
alumina synthesised with a recycled synthesis medium
decreases from 46 to 30 m2/g in the case of γ-AlOOH. The
change in the physical properties are due to the alterations of
the NaOH : Al(NO3)3·9H2O molar ratio and pH during
consecutive hydrothermal treatment. In any case, the
remarkable enhancement of the aluminium yield and
production as well as the avoidance of waste solvent production

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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understanding of the potential effect of Na and nitrate
concentration on the reaction steps described above.

Journal of Materials Chemistry A

set the foundations for further investigations to determine a
feasible manufacturing route for continuous synthesis of high
purity nanostructured γ-Al2O3.

Published on 12 February 2015. Downloaded by University of Bath on 12/02/2015 11:14:52.

Conclusions
The results presented herein and the understanding of the
reaction steps during hydrothermal synthesis of nanostructured
alumina establish that the resulting γ-Al2O3 morphology and
yield is dependent not only upon the solution pH but also the
NaOH : Al(NO3)3·9H2O molar ratio. Highly crystalline γ-Al2O3
nanorods with high morphological purity are synthesised by
hydrothermal treatment at initial pH 3.5 and 1:1 reactant ratio
for 20 hours at 200 °C. Conversely, γ-Al2O3 nanoplates with
heterogeneous sizes are formed as a result of the same
hydrothermal procedure with initial pH 5.9 and NaOH : Al
molar ratio of 4.6. The synthetic procedure has been
demonstrated to be viable for manufacturing scale up by
recycling of the reaction solution, maximizing the use of
precursors (yield) and productivity and reducing solvent waste.
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